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In February, Gaston received a wildcard into the main draw of the Open 13 but lost in the first
round to world no. He lost in the next round to world no. In , He was again given a wildcard into
Roland Garros qualifying draw. In the first round he met the 25th Seed and world no. He beat
Trungelliti 6â€”1 to mark his first win against a top player. He lost to world no. His next
tournament was in Lyon and buoyed by his Roland Garros results, he reached the third round,
beating Bernabe Zapata Miralles and world no. His run was ended by the 1st seed and former
world no. These combined results brought inside the world's top at number in the world. His
next tournament was in Tiburon where he equalled his best challenger result by reaching the
third round, beating Evan Song and Daniel Galan before losing to eventual champion and world
no. He played his last challenger of the year in Brest where he beat Constant Lestienne 3 before
losing to world no. In the first round, he played the 5th seed and world no. He upset the
Argentine, defeating him 2 for his first top win. In the qualifying competition, he lost to world no.
He ended the year ranked in the world with ranking points, a huge improvement compared to
his ranking at the end of He lost his first match to Alexander Crnokrak 2. At the end of January,
Hugo received a wildcard into the main draw of the Australian Open in his first Grand Slam
tournament. He next played in the Montpellier qualifying draw but lost to the French veteran and
world no. The week after, Hugo played in Bergamo as the 15th seed. In the second round, he
played fellow Frenchman and world no. In the third round he played the 1st seed and world no.
There he faced world no. In the semi-finals Gaston faced former world no. In a tight match full of
breaks of serve, Gaston came up short against Marchenko, losing 4â€”6. Gaston hit 34
dropshots throughout the match, including 14 in the third set. After the tournament, Gaston's
ranking climbed to number in the world. Next week he played in Pau. In the next round he
played world no. There, he played year old and world no. After losing the first set 1â€”6, he
retired due to injury to end his run. This was the last tournament he played before the
coronavirus pandemic halted professional men's tennis until August. After the tennis season
resumed in August, Gaston went on a poor run of form, losing before or in the first round in his
next four challenger tournaments, losing to Facundo Bagnis , Maximilian Marterer, Andrea
Pelligrino and Roberto Cid Subervi respectively. In September, he received a wildcard into the
main draw of the French Open and was given an opportunity to turn his form around. Two
weeks after Roland Garros, Gaston competed in Hamburg where he was forced to play in the
Qualifying draw. In the first round he played world no. He beat his compatriot in three sets after
squandering a 5â€”1 lead in the second set, 0 1 6â€”4. He still made it into the main draw as a
lucky loser and played 5th seed and world no. In the next round he lost to world no. Gaston is
known for his unique and unorthodox style of play. He is left-handed and utilizes the wide serve
on the advantage court like many left-handed players. Gaston weaponizes dropshots often in
his matches. He is known to hit dropshots after bringing his opponent out wide with his serve,
to make them cover more of the court. After his fourth round loss to Dominic Thiem, Gaston
said "I love to do some dropshots. But I can do all the shots in my game, so it's important to
change". His favourite surface is clay and his backhand is his favourite groundstroke. Current
through the Open Sud de France. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. French tennis player.
Gaston with his gold medal of the Summer Youth Olympics. To avoid confusion and double
counting, these charts are updated at the conclusion of a tournament or when the player's
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Montauban , France. Thiago Seyboth Wild. Matteo Martineau. M25 Houston , United States. Liam
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Lamasine. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Hugo Gaston. This biographical article
relating to French tennis is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it. It was sung to cheer
up Gaston after Belle rejects his marriage proposal, and was started by LeFou. It is most
famous for the memetic phrase "No one [verb] s like Gaston," which became so popular it even
appeared as Gaston's catchphrase in House of Mouse. After Belle humiliates him while rejecting
his marriage proposal, Gaston sulks at the fireplace within his tavern. To lift his spirits, LeFou
and the villagers sing about how Gaston is good at basically everything and that he compares
to no one. This manages to cheer him up. After the song, Maurice barges into the tavern,
frantically seeking assistance to rescue Belle from the Beast. Believing he's lost his sanity upon

dishing out such a seemingly implausible story, he is thrown out of the tavern. However, Gaston
is inspired by Maurice's supposedly far-fetched tale to force Belle into marrying him and sings a
reprise of the song with LeFou, to whom he explains his plan. LeFou : Gosh, it disturbs me to
see you, Gaston Looking so down in the dumps Every guy here'd love to be you, Gaston Even
when taking your lumps There's no man in town as admired as you You're everyone's favorite
guy Everyone's awed and inspired by you And it's not very hard to see why! No one's slick as
Gaston No one's quick as Gaston No one's neck's as incredibly thick as Gaston For there's no
man in town half as manly! Perfect, a pure paragon! You can ask any Tom, Dick or Stanley And
they'll tell you whose team they prefer to be on! LeFou and Chorus: My what a guy, that Gaston!
Give five "hurrahs! Bimbettes : For there's no one as burly and brawny Gaston: As you see, I've
got biceps to spare LeFou: Not a bit of him's scraggly or scrawny. Gaston: That's right! And
every last inch of me's covered with hair! Chorus: Ten points for Gaston! Gaston: I use antlers
in all of my decorating! Who's a man among men? And then say it once more Who's that hero
next door? Who's a super success? Don't you know? Can't you guess? Ask his fans and his
five hangers-on There's just one guy in town Who's got all of it down Gaston: Then we LeFou:
Now I get it! Gaston and LeFou: Let's go! Chorus: So his marriage we soon will be celebrating
My what a guy Gaston! Maurice speaking : Why won't no one help me?! Chorus: And his
marriage we soon will be celebrating Say it again! Who's a ten out of ten? Then let's say it once
more Like we did heretofore He's a champ, he's an ace It's all over his face He's got brains and
especially brawn It's Gaston! Gaston: Thank you boys! Chorus: Gaston! Gaston: Oh, please!
Gaston: That's me! No one's slick as Gaston No one's quick as Gaston No one's neck's as
incredibly thick as Gaston's For there's no man in town half as manly! Village Lasses : Perfect, a
pure paragon! Gaston : As a specimen, yes, I'm intimidating! Gaston: I needed
encouragement--thank you, LeFou! LeFou: Well, there's no one as easy to bolster as you! Too
much? Gaston: Yep. Gaston: I don't care. I use antlers in all of my decorating Chorus: Say it
again! I believe there's another T It just occurred to me that I'm illiterate and I've never actually
had to spell it out loud before Shake It! MousekeDance It! This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In
Don't have an account? Start a Wiki. Categories :. Fan Feed 0 The Disney Wiki 1 Universal
Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. This Villain was Headlined on November
Any act of adding this villain to the Pure Evil category without a proposal or creating a proposal
for this villain without the permission of an administrator will result in a ban. Additional Notice :
This template is meant for admin maintenance only. Users who misuse the template will be
blocked for a week minimum. Gaston LeGume , also best known by his first name Gaston , is
the main antagonist of Disney's 30th full-length animated feature film Beauty and the Beast
which is based on the French fairytale of the same name by the late Jeanne-Marie Leprince de
Beaumont , and its live action adaptation of the same name. He is also one of the supporting
antagonists in Mickey's House of Villains. He is Belle and the Beast 's arch-nemesis. In the
original film, he was voiced by Richard White. In the musical, he was portrayed by Burke Moses.
Gaston happens to be a handsome and burly hunter, and he certainly likes to brag of his
abilities toward others for pleasure in the first place. However, beneath his charming looks is an
extremely rude, impatient, manipulative and narcissistic person who is ready to appeal to his
own ego by any means necessary. Because of his charming looks, he is well-respected in the
village in spite of rarely, if ever hiding his more unpleasant traits as he was able to rouse up a
mob to assist him with slaughtering the Beast , although it was clear that he cared nothing for
the villagers in general as he was using them all as pawns to justify his own needs. He is also
shown to be completely lustful and provocative towards Belle, as he plans to marry her because
of her beautiful looks as opposed to her nonconformist and unconventional personality. He
even feels extremely possessive and envious after learning that Belle has feelings for the Beast,
which only incites him in hunting down the Beast so that he can have Belle for himself. He is
also very abusive, discourteous, vituperative, uncomplimentary and quarrelsome towards
LeFou and his four buddies , as he would subject them to pain and suffering whenever things
go wrong even if it is not their fault. Despite his anti-intellectualism, Gaston is also shown to be
very rational and knowledgeable, as he can come up with clever plans to get what he wants,
such as throwing Belle's father Maurice into the local asylum in order to blackmail Belle into
marriage, as well as manipulating the villagers into assisting him with slaughtering the Beast in
case his plan would fail. In spite of his brilliance, Gaston can also be quite spontaneous and
impulsive, as shown when he tried to grope Belle by menacingly cornering her announcing
"Say you'll marry me", before attempting to kiss her, which forced a disgusted Belle to throw
him out of her house in retaliation. In addition, he is extremely devious, reckless and
passionate, as shown during the climax when he took his chance to fatally ambush the Beast
without assessing any perilous risks, which ultimately led to his own demise. That said, his
peak-human strength along with his superior experience, resulted in him doing well against the

Beast despite the latter's superior strength. Gaston is considered one of Disney's most popular
villains. Fans on the Internet often jokingly idolize him similar to how the townspeople do in the
movie, giving birth to the "No one X like Gaston" meme, and the "Gaston" song is a very
popular source for YouTube Poop in particular. Calico Dr. Dawes Sr. Satterfield A.
Burgermeister Ripslinger Zed Ned Zarina. Secondary Dr. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In
Don't have an account? Start a Wiki. Therefore, this villain shall be added to our "Never Again
List", where proposed villains rejected by the community shall be placed to prevent future
proposals of the same evil-doer. They can be proposed again with the permission of an
administrator if new elements appear in their series that can change their status as non-PE
villains. Villain Overview. There are no pictures. Belle: Well, someone has to use their own
imagination. Belle, it's about time you got your head out of those books and paid attention to
more important things, like me. The whole town's talking about it. It's not right for a woman to
read, first she starts getting ideas and thinking Belle: Gaston, you are positively primeval. Why
thank you, Belle. Belle: What do you know about my dreams, Gaston? Picture this: A rustic
hunting lodge, my latest kill roasting on the fire, and my little wife massaging my feet, while the
little ones play on the floor with the dogs. We'll have six or seven. Belle: Dogs? No, Belle.
Strapping boys like me. Belle: Imagine that. And do you know who that little wife will be? Belle:
Let me think You, Belle. Belle: Gaston, I'm I really don't know what to say. Say you'll marry me.
Belle: I'm very sorry, Gaston, but I just don't deserve you. That girl has tangled with the wrong
man. No one says no to Gaston. LeFou: Darn right. Dismissed, rejected, publicly humiliated
LeFou: More beer? What for? Nothing helps. I'm disgraced. LeFou: Who? Gaston, you've got to
pull yourself together. But she needs a little LeFou: Turned him down flat. Everyone knows her
father's a lunatic. He was in here tonight raving about a beast in a castle. D'Arque: Maurice is
harmless. The point is Belle would do anything to keep him from being locked up. And when
they do, we'll be ready for them. LeFou, don't move from that spot until Belle and her father
come home. Belle: You know he's not crazy, Gaston. I think I might be able to clear up this little
misunderstanding Belle: If what? Belle: What? One little world, Belle. That's all it takes. Belle:
Never. Have it your way. Belle: He's no monster, Gaston. You are. She's as crazy as the old man.
He'll come after them in the night. Belle: No. We're not safe 'til his head is mounted on my wall. I
say we kill the Beast. I won't let you do this. If you're not with us, you're against us. Bring the
old man. Maurice: Get your hands off me. We can't have them running off to warn the creature.
Belle: Let us out. We'll rid the village of this beast. Who's with me? The Beast is mine. Get up.
What's the matter, Beast? Too kind and gentle to fight back? Were you in love with her, Beast?
Did you honestly think she'd want you when she had someone like me? Belle is mine. Gaston
gets knocked down by the Beast, who holds him up on the roof over the moat Let me go. Let me
go. Please, don't hurt me. I'll do anything. My future wife Belle is the most beautiful girl in the
village, and that makes her the best. Nobody deserves you. But at least I know our children will
be beautiful. He never liked me either. Can I give you a little advice about the villagers, though?
They are never going to trust the kind of change you're trying to bring. Do you know what
happens to spinsters in these villages after their fathers die? A rustic cabin, my latest kill
roasting on the fire, adorable children running around, just as my love rubs my tired feet. And
what does Belle say? LeFou: You know, there are other girls. A great hunter doesn't waste his
time on rabbits. Maurice: You will? Everybody, stop making fun of this man at once. Once the
wolves have finished with him, Belle will have no one to take care of her but me. But there are
wolves, frostbite and starvation. You'd hang your accusations on the testimony of a filthy hag?
No offense, Agathe. If I didn't know better, I say she even care for him. Well, I say we kill the
Beast. It's hero time. I'm Gaston. Belle sent me. Were you in love with her? Did you honestly
think she'd want you? Please, I'll do anything. Don't hurt me, Beast. Richfield December Judge
Claude Frollo. Venom December Krampus Krampus. Categories :. Universal Conquest Wiki.
FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. This villain was proposed but was rejected by the
community for not being heinous enough or lacks what is necessary to be a Pure Evil villain.
The Beast will make off with your children. We're not safe 'till his head is mounted on my wall.
How can you read this? This is the day your dreams come true. Who does she think she is? It's
like this: I got my heart set on marrying Belle. They have to come back sometime. Poor Belle,
it's a shame about your father. If I didn't know better, I'd think you had feelings for this monster.
Kill the Beast. Come on out and fight. It's over, Beast. Look at her, LeFou. You are the wildest,
most gorgeous thing I've ever seen. Belle, I heard you had trouble with the headmaster. Oh,
Belle. Picture it, LeFou. If Maurice won't give me his blessing, then he is in my way. There are no
such things as beasts, or talking teacups, or magic. Hello, Beast. When we return to the village,
you will marry me, and that Beast's head will hang on our wall. January Shadow Queen. March
Lord Voldemort. April Darth Vader. May Dahlia Gillespie. July Manfred Von Karma. August Light
Yagami. September Lee Woo-jin. November Gaston LeGume. January Leatherface OG. March

Edward Hyde. June Walter Sullivan. September Audrey II. October Albert Wesker. January
Thanos Marvel. February Big Brother March Grimmjow Jaegerjaquez. June Cthulhu Lovecraft.
July Shredder September Cobra Commander. January Doctor Doom Marvel. February Lucifer
DI. April Peter Stegman. May Sweet Tooth TM. June President Coriolanus Snow. February
Dominic Greene. September Chase Young. December Benjamin Willis. May Geese Howard. May
Horace Pinker. July Kurumi Tokisaki. August Grand High Witch. September James Moriarty.
November B. December Judge Claude Frollo. January The Grinch. February Darth Nihilus.
March Darkseid DC. April Fallen Hana. May Dick Dastardly. June Francis Dolarhyde. July
Nyarlathotep Lovecraft. August Pamela Voorhees. October Agatha Trunchbull. November The
Beldam. December Santa Claus SS. January Randall Flagg. February Alex DeLarge. March
Yog-Sothoth. May Count Dracula Book. June Jerome Valeska. August Bill Cipher. September
Tate Langdon. October Oogie Boogie. November Dr. December Krampus Krampus. January
Joker Nolanverse. April Sauron M-E. June General Grievous. July Norman Osborn Marvel.
August Jaws September It Stephen King. October Ridley Metroid. November Venom Marvel.
January Frank Rabbit. February Queen of Hearts Disney. May Ainz Ooal Gown. June Father
FMA. July Thulsa Doom. September Yuuki Terumi. October Freddy Krueger OG. November
Angel Eyes. January Isaac Westcott. February Poison Ivy. March Jafar Disney. April Dr. May
King Ghidorah Showa. July Lots-o'. August Robbie Rotten. September Jack Torrance. October
Dio Brando. November Herrscher of the Void. December Ramsay Bolton. April Judge Doom.
May Scorpion MK. June Gendo Ikari. July Victor Krane. August Napoleon AF. September Tony
Montana. October Candyman CM. November Skeletor H-M. December Immortan Joe. March Vote
Now! Gaston is a featured article , which means it has been identified as one of the best articles
produced by the Disney Wiki community. If you see a way this page can be updated or improved
without compromising previous work, please feel free to contribute. Gaston is the main
antagonist of Disney 's animated feature film, Beauty and the Beast. He was an arrogant and
chauvinistic hunter who was greedily determined to have Belle 's hand in marriage, even by
force if necessary. His obsession turned him into a ruthless and traitorous villain, especially
upon his discovery that Belle's love was not for him, but for the Beast. In the screenplay ,
Gaston himself wasn't part of the story. Instead, there existed three suitors for Belle who
competed for her hand in marriage who were ultimately similar to him and shared the role of
antagonist with Belle's sisters. They ultimately were transformed into animals, alongside Belle's
sisters , by the Enchantress as punishment for their misdeeds, including nearly murdering the
Beast. In the screenplay , the three suitors were condensed into a single character, Gaston. In
this version, Gaston was depicted very differently. Instead of a hunter who was the town hero,
he was a marquess or French nobleman. He would have shared the role of antagonist with
Belle's aunt Marguerite , who would have chosen him as Belle's suitor, specifically as revenge
towards Maurice who in this version was a failed merchant who lost his wealth at sea, just like
in the original tale. He also was shown to only be interested in Belle due to Marguerite's
insistence that he marry her, and when Belle refused, he was implied to have initially respected
Belle's refusal of him enough to indicate that returning to try and get her hand in marriage was
unlikely when asked by Marguerite. In the climax, he was to have traveled to the Beast's Castle ,
also stealing the Sedan Chair to ensure he tracked down the castle, and upon arrival, fight off
several of the Enchanted Objects with a rapier before personally dueling the Beast in battle. He
also met his fate differently see Death section below. As such, his design was also completely
different. He was tall and lank with a mole on the left side of his face and a crooked nose. His
attire consisted of a sky-blue jacket and a powdered wig tied with a red ribbon. All of these
features gave him a somewhat similar appearance to French noblemen, such as Jean Rousseau
or Napoleon. After Jeffrey Katzenberg demanded a rewrite of the film, Gaston's characterization
was altered significantly, being made into the town hero as well as the village's local hunter.
According to Linda Woolverton, she had based this version on Gaston on her own unsuccessful
relationships, and she had also wanted Belle's decrying of Gaston being her suitor whom
Woolverton referred to as a blockhead to be the focal point of the film, necessitating that Belle's
wicked sisters and their respective love interests be left out, as well as cutting her snobbish
Aunt Marguerite. Story reels for the original screenplay included in the Platinum and Diamond
Editions of the final film indicate that his surname was proposed to be LeGume , as he is
referred to as such by Marguerite. This acted as a pun on his small-minded views. The name
was presumably dropped by the first draft of Linda Woolverton's treatment of the story, as in
both "Belle" and its reprise, the Bimbettes, and Belle referred to him and herself as "Monsieur
Gaston" and albeit sarcastically "Madame Gaston" respectively, implying that "Gaston" was his
surname. In addition, Linda Woolverton's initial draft of what would become the story of the film
had his role largely being similar, although he would have paid slightly more attention to the
triplets by giving them a handsome look their way during the opening song, and also proceeded

to sarcastically give his "review" of a book Belle was reading, and also supplied her with a
trophy as a "gift. The initial draft also emphasized that Gaston was feared by the village rather
than truly loved during the aftermath of the wedding scene, where he went over to the wedding
cake in fury and the villagers were horrified. One of the cut lyrics for the Gaston song also had
"Who breaks hearts like Gaston", implying that even before the Beast entered the picture,
Gaston was a very treacherous individual to his friends and allies. He also was intended to
directly go over to Monsieur D'Arque 's asylum to recruit him, instead of having him arrive at the
Tavern illicitly. In the original fairy-tale there is no character resembling Gaston in the plot with
the antagonists having been Belle's jealous sisters who were adapted into the Bimbettes.
Gaston's character can however be found in the influential Beauty and the Beast film by Jean
Cocteau of which the Disney version takes some inspiration. In that film there is a character
named Avenant who attempts to have Belle marry him only to have his affections scorned, plots
to murder the Beast in order to marry Belle, climbs up the walls of Beast's castle and attempts
to murder him only to be killed himself. While no notes from production reference Avenant as
an influence of Gaston, the similarities are apparent and it is known the Jean Cocteau film was a
point of inspiration. Story threads show that in the original screenplay , Gaston would have tried
to use his sword to stab the Beast, only to lose his balance and fall off the garden wall to his
death. In the screenplay , Gaston was not meant to be killed at the end of the film. Instead, the
Beast was to finish their battle by knocking him over a wall, leaving him unconscious. In one of
the earliest scripts, Gaston's death would have been different, as the battle against Beast would
have taken place in the forest. In this early version of the script, Gaston would wound the Beast
and nearly kill him with his gun when Belle strikes him from behind with a rock. This would have
prompted him to fall off a cliff. Upon trying to stand up, he notices that the wolves who attacked
Maurice and Belle earlier are looking at him, and kill him. This idea was scrapped because the
writers thought that it was too gruesome and horrible. Although this idea was later used in The
Lion King , more specifically in the sequence of Scar 's death at the hands or rather, jaws of the
hyenas. Ironically, the above-mentioned scene of Scar's death as the final version of the ending
was chosen for the exact same reason why Gaston's original death was cut: the original ending
was deemed to be too graphic and scary for a Disney film. In addition, the final version of
Gaston's death also had some alterations: moments prior to his plunge from the castle to his
unseen death, Gaston was supposed to stab the Beast in the back, and later in the leg, but the
second injury was cut from the final script to edit violence; it was also originally intended for
Gaston to commit suicide after stabbing the Beast in the back and laugh madly as he fell from
the tower, believing that if he could not win Belle, nobody else would which might explain why
Gaston chose such a dangerous position to stab the Beast from behind, despite knowing that
he would never win Belle's heart. However, this was edited out due to the dark nature of the
scene. In the initial draft of Linda Woolverton's story, Beast would have immediately fought
Gaston after the latter kicked the footstool, with the Wardrobe also aiding Beast to some
degree. In addition, Gaston, after Beast decided to be merciful and spare him, proceeded to run
Beast through the back with his sword, with Beast, in turn, punching him off the balcony to his
death. Gaston is strong and handsome and exploits these traits to the fullest. While it is not
clear if he considers himself as a good person or not like Ratcliffe and Frollo do , the villagers
very much do, considering how popular he is with them especially the Bimbette triplets , and
how they seem unaware of his true nature Gaston reprise in the original film notwithstanding ,
and this serves to fuel his already massive ego. A narcissist who sees himself as superior to
everyone around him, Gaston is proud, boorish, uncultured, greedy, short-tempered,
bad-mannered, narcissistic, and sexist. He was also impulsive and arrogant, as evidenced by
his setting up a wedding before he even proposed to Belle under the expectation that she'd
approve of becoming his wife, thinking she was in love with him. Convinced that he is powerful
enough to defeat the bigger and stronger Beast by himself, Gaston even taunts the Beast,
wanting him to fight back as he wants to prove that he can kill him in a fair fight. However, his
arrogance makes him underestimate his opponent and once he realizes his life is on the line, he
may have to rely on desperate measures to survive. Despite this, he was not arrogant enough to
believe there was no risk of being killed by the Beast, as he freely admits that fighting the Beast
does have the likelihood that he or the other villagers might very likely die during " The Mob
Song ". Despite his belief that thinking is "a dangerous pastime" suggesting that he is
anti-intellectual , Gaston can be cunning, calculating, and manipulative, which is emphasized
twice in the story: first when he comes up with a plan to blackmail Belle into marrying him by
threatening to have her father, Maurice, thrown into an insane asylum should she refuse. Due to
poor management and cruel treatment of inmates, this is a surprisingly harsh threat. When that
plan is foiled by Belle showing the Beast with a magic mirror, Gaston simply improvises and
quickly turns the tables by manipulating the villagers into forming a mob to kill the Beast, thus

eliminating his competition. Gaston is not above using underhanded tactics, which had earlier
been implied with LeFou's claim about Gaston being "slick" as well as Gaston's admission
about being good at "taking cheap shots", and confirmed when he shows himself to literally be
a backstabber in his final moments, showing that he also cheats at things. In fact, his "begging"
to the Beast may have been nothing more than a trick: he still had a knife on his person, and if
the Beast was as "kind and gentle" as Belle described him to be, then Gaston would have
appealed to his enemy's better nature, thus allowing him to be brought back on solid ground
before he could get one last shot. Regardless of his cunning and manipulation, Gaston is far
from the smartest Disney Villain. Gaston is the kind of person who won't give up on his goals
easily; no matter how much Belle evades him or however hard the humiliation he receives, he is
determined to make her his wife. His persistence is such that he will go to great lengths and
sink so low to ensure he wins. Even when the Beast overwhelms him, Gaston will not tolerate
losing Belle to this "monster". This drive will blind him to the dangers of climbing a balcony,
which overlooks a deep abyss, causing him to fall to his death. In the film, Gaston vocabulary
skills are slightly inconsistent; when Belle refers to him as being "positively primeval" early in
the film, the latter apparently takes it as either a compliment, clearly not knowing what the term
actually means, or a joke. However, in the "Gaston" song, he accurately uses the word
"expectorating" in reference to his skills at spitting "expectorating" being a more fancy way of
saying the term "spit". Gaston's view of women is extremely sexist and misogynistic even by
standards of the time in which the film takes place. While he appears charming to all the other
women of the village, such as the Bimbettes who, being products of an upbringing in the
village, grew up to see nothing wrong with Gaston's behavior, completely mesmerized by his
muscles and handsome face , Belle is the only woman in the entire town to be able to see him
for what he really is from the very start of the film. He believes that women like Belle are not
supposed to be smart, think for themselves, or even get ideas, and he even tosses Belle's book
into the mud in an attempt to get her to focus on "more important things" namely, himself.
Because of this, Gaston's attempts to charm Belle always fall flat because of his chauvinistic,
boorish behavior. His sexism and misogyny is also shown by the fact that he does not seem to
even consider the possibility of fathering any daughters, as he states he wants "six or seven
strapping boys" like himself. Gaston suffers from obsessive love which is shown by his intense
infatuation with Belle. Indeed, he is so obsessed with her that he ignores all the other pretty
women in the village who would be happy to be his "little wife", even ironically, those who
technically matched Gaston's standards of how women should behave. When Gaston is singing
about wanting to marry her in the opening song, he says "When I met her, saw her, I said she's
gorgeous and I fell", implying that he fell in love for Belle at first sight. The Marvel Comics serial
likewise strongly implied that he had feelings for Belle since they were children. These facts
imply that another reason for his relentless pursuit of Belle is to satisfy his pride which had
been hurt by her rejection of his marriage proposal. Gaston is also adulterous at least in the
musical , as he states to Claudette and her sisters that his " rendezvouses " with the girls will
continue after he marries Belle, which makes it clear that he does not know or care that
marriage is a one-woman commitment or that is it supposed to be based on love and devotion
rather than ownership of property. Notably, at the start of the film and musical play, Gaston did
not seem truly evil. Rather, he was simply conceited, male-chauvinistic, boorish, and rude than
a true villain, but as time goes on, his pride and obsession with Belle becomes so intense that it
turns him into a twisted, sadistic, ruthless, murderous monster. With his obsession consuming
him, Gaston became manipulative at this point; his speech to get the mob to kill the Beast in
order to protect the village was nothing more than a ploy to get them to help him infiltrate the
castle. All he wants is to kill his rival so he can have Belle as his property. By the time of his
death, Gaston feels that if he can't have Belle, nobody can. In an earlier version of the story, he
was even going to commit suicide after killing the Beast as he knew that no matter what he did,
Belle would never love him. As noted throughout the film, Gaston possesses an athletic build, a
double square chin, and a handsome appearance. He has icy blue eyes and his black hair is
long and tied with a crimson band into a ponytail. He generally wears yellow hunting gloves,
although he discards them by the midpoint, but wears them again towards the end of the film.
Gaston also wears a red tunic and black tights, alongside black boots. He mainly carries a
quiver of arrows on his back and sports a cape during cold evenings and his final battle with the
Beast. He also has a lot of hair on his chest. During the failed wedding attempt, Gaston wears a
red tailcoat trimmed with gold fabric, a waistcoat, black ribbon tie, breeches, black boots, and
white tights with rose socks with gray toes and heels the right one has a hole where one of his
toes are revealed. As a child, Gaston's hair was slightly disheveled with its ends standing on
top, although he retained the ponytail. In addition, he possessed freckles, and his outfit
consisted of a shirt, pants, and elf-shoes. Gaston is the local hero of a small French village at an

unknown point in French history. He owns a large tavern where he and the villagers drink and
talk. Inside, there is a large portrait of himself along with "trophies" from his hunt consisting
mostly of animal antlers. He also says he eats five dozen eggs every morning to help make him
" roughly the size of a barge " even though he earlier mentions to Belle that he would have his
latest kills roast over the fire. He starts off in the film shooting down a waterfowl headed south
with perfect accuracy implying that he had just returned from a hunting trip and declaring his
intent to marry Belle after acknowledging from LeFou his popularity with the females in the
village. Gaston then started pursuing Belle throughout the village as she returns home after
buying a book from the local bookstore. Their meeting starts off well, but Gaston throwing
Belle's book into a puddle and making sexist remarks about women like Belle reading drive her
away from him, and she continues her way home, leaving Gaston a little disappointed. In
addition, after LeFou, learning Belle was going to aid her father, mocks her father, Gaston
scolds LeFou for mocking Maurice although he does this in an attempt to impress Belle rather
than out of any genuine concern for Maurice. The next day, however, Gaston organizes a
wedding outside Belle's cottage in an attempt to "surprise" her, complete with various
decorations, a priest, and a wedding cake. He forces his way into the cottage and attempts to
strong-arm her into marrying him. He dirties her book for the second time and again makes
sexist remarks about women and housewifery he even envisions the home they would live in as
a " rustic " hunting lodge, with his latest kill roasting over the fire and Belle massaging his feet
while their childrenâ€”six or seven strapping boys â€”play on the floor with their dogs. While he
attempts to corner Belle and plant a kiss on her, she uses her wiles to keep him at bay and
manages to open the door against which he has pinned her. This causes him to lose his balance
and fly headfirst into a large mud puddle complete with cat-tail plants in front of Belle's cottage,
where it's revealed that Maurice and Belle's pig Pierre is there, too. Furious and humiliated,
Gaston storms off, but not before vowing to make Belle his wife regardless of her refusals and
throwing LeFou into the mud. Later that night, during a snowstorm, Gaston is in the tavern
sulking after being rejected and humiliated by Belle, so the villagers along with LeFou, sing a
song about Gaston's greatness to cheer him up. Maurice suddenly interrupts and warns the
villagers about a monstrous beast who has locked up Belle as a prisoner in the tower of his
castle. Thinking he is talking nonsense, the villagers, amid Gaston ambiguously affirming that
they'll "help [Maurice] out", throw him out of the tavern into the snow. Gaston then realizes that
he can use Maurice's outrageous claim to his advantage. In a surprising display of animalistic
cunning, he bribes the owner of the local asylum, Monsieur D'Arque , to threaten to throw
Maurice into the asylum in order to pressure Belle into marrying him. While D'Arque realizes
that even Maurice's nonsense about a beast and his odd inventions do not make him
dangerous, he is willing to accept the bribe, mostly because he liked the despicability of the
plot. Considering the management of asylums of the 18th century the time that the film takes
place , this is an extremely harsh threat. However, just before Gaston and LeFou barge into
Belle and Maurice's cottage, Maurice leaves for the castle on his own. Gaston orders LeFou to
stay outside the cottage and wait for their return. When Belle and Maurice eventually return to
the cottage, LeFou immediately informs Gaston, and he sets his plan into motion. With the
villagers gathered outside the house, D'Arque has his men drag Maurice towards their carriage,
while Gaston slinks out of the shadows and slyly makes Belle his offer - he will clear up the
"misunderstanding" if she marries him. Horrified and disgusted, Belle refuses, and a smug
Gaston allows Maurice to be dragged away. Belle, however, manages to prove her father's
apparently insane claims about a beast inhabiting a huge castle in the woods to be true by
using a magic mirror that the Beast had given her, showing him to Gaston and the entire village.
Gaston grows even more frustrated after his plan fails and is shocked that Maurice was indeed
telling the truth, but becomes increasingly jealous when Belle begins referring to the Beast as
"kind and gentle," realizing that she prefers a "monster" over himself. The final straw is when he
refers to the Beast with this insult and Belle angrily retorts back that he is the real monster. In
his jealousy and pride, Gaston furiously snaps and snatches the mirror from Belle, spitefully
declaring that she is just as crazy as her father. He then successfully convinces the villagers
that the Beast is a threat to the village and therefore must be brought down immediately.
Shocked, Belle tries to stop him, but perceiving that Belle is against him, Gaston has her and
Maurice locked in the basement to keep them from warning the Beast. Mounting his horse, he
leads a lynch mob to attack the Beast's castle and leave no one alive while declaring that he
himself is to take down the Beast. They even carve a battering ram from a tree in the woods to
use for breaking in. As they enter, the rioters are attacked by the castle servants. Gaston
bypasses the ensuing battle and confronts the Beast alone in the West Wing. He fires an arrow
into him, tosses him out of the window onto a lower section of the roof and taunts him. When
the Beast doesn't respond, having lost his will to live since Belle's departure to rescue her lost

ill father, who was searching for her , Gaston breaks off a nearby castle statue and uses it as a
makeshift club to try to kill the Beast. Just as he is about to deliver the first blow, Belle arrives
outside the castle she had escaped from the basement with help from Chip , who stowed away
with her and calls up to Gaston, urging him not do this terrible thing, but the hunter ignores her.
Seeing Belle regains the Beast's strength and he grabs the club, viciously fighting back with
strength and animal ferocity, much to Gaston's sudden surprise. Though roughly even with his
adversary, Gaston soon realizes that he cannot rely on brute strength alone to kill the Beast,
and instead begins taunting him in order to infuriate him enough to let his guard down, pushing
the final button by claiming that Belle could never love a monster and that she would always be
his. The plan works, but immediately backfires with the Beast lunging forth, overcome by
animalistic urges and emotion, head-butting him in the chest, grabbing him, and then holding
the terrified hunter at his mercy by the throat above the castle moat. With his life at stake,
Gaston abandons his pride and pathetically begs for mercy; the Beast accepts, ordering Gaston
to leave immediately and never return. In spite of this, when Gaston recovers his strength, he
looks up to see the Beast climbing up a balcony to embrace Belle, which makes him more
jealous than ever. Determined to kill his rival once and for all, an ungrateful Gaston follows and
stabs the Beast in the back with a knife while dangling somewhat precariously from the
balcony. He tries to stab the Beast a second time; however, this final cruel deed proves to be
his ultimate undoing when the Beast swings his arm backward at him in pain, causing Gaston to
lose his balance when he tries to dodge it, fall off the castle, and plunge into the deep moat
below to his death. Despite laying a deep stab on the Beast, Gaston would die alone that night;
just as the Beast nearly succumbed to his own wounds, Belle confessed her love for him just
before the last petal of the Enchanted Rose that kept him bound to his beast form fell, breaking
the spell, healing his injuries, and above all, returning him and his servants to their human
forms. All in all, Gaston had learned the hard way that pride literally comes before a fall. Despite
his death in the film, Gaston gained a recurring role on House of Mouse as a guest character,
once again voiced by Richard White. His most notable appearance, in the episode " Daisy's
Debut ", had a running gag in which he frequently injected himself into other people's
conversations to say that "No one [verbs] like Gaston! Notable examples of this are when Daisy
compliments Ariel 's singing voice. He walks by and says, "No one sings like Gaston! Gaston,
from another table, says "No one orders decaf like Gaston! Yet another happens when Timon
and Pumbaa are making a face in a spoon. Gaston leans over and says, "No one makes faces in
spoons like Gaston! He also overhears Goofy complementing Mickey and Minnie on their
performance after Daisy pretended to break her leg so that Minnie could perform, saying that he
should pretend to break his leg to help Mickey with Gaston misunderstanding and saying "No
one breaks their leg like Gaston! In the episode " Halloween With Hades ", he eats one of the
queen 's poisoned apples , saying "No one eats candied apples like Gaston! Gaston was one of
the many villains to join the takeover in Mickey's House of Villains. Gaston made sporadic
appearances in Sing Me a Story with Belle , mostly acting as a comedic foil to Belle. Once again,
he is trying to convince Belle to marry him. Here, he was engaged to Belle through an arranged
marriage, and as in the film, she did not love him because she found him "shallow. A nobleman,
Gaston was the eldest son of Lord LeGume, a reference to the original surname planned for his
Disney counterpart. In the beginning, Gaston is portrayed as nobler and focused than his
Disney counterpart, but he is later proven to be just as villainous. After he and Belle discovered
a captive Ogre, Gaston tortured the youngling for information, an act Belle considered to be
unconscionable. It is hinted that Gaston's aggression might have provoked the Ogres into war.
In order to protect the kingdoms, Belle finally agrees reluctantly to marry Gaston. As stated
above, he is later killed by Rumplestiltskin when he tried to rescue Belle from the Dark Castle.
After his death, Gaston grew further villainous, as the circumstances of his death caused him to
blame Belle for his death. Rather than following Belle's idea of forgiveness and redemption,
Gaston now believed that it was wisest to defeat an enemy by being strong and that he should
have brought an army before he confronted Rumplestiltskin. The god makes a further deal to
Belle, that if either Gaston or Rumplestiltskin push the other one in the River of Lost Souls, then
Belle could keep her unborn son. However, when the time came, Belle tried to convince
Rumplestiltskin not to harm Gaston, as she was not prepared to protect Gideon in this way.
However, when Gaston tried to fire at the Dark One, Belle accidentally knocked her ex-fiance
into the river, damning him for eternity. Unfortunately, Belle darkened her soul just to save
Rumplestiltskin, as Hades found a loophole in their deal; the deal was for either Rumplestiltskin
or Gaston to push the other one in the river, not Belle. Gaston appeared in the remake,
portrayed by Luke Evans. However, in this film, Gaston is portrayed as a former army captain
prior to his career as a hunter due to a portrait of him standing over fallen soldiers in the tavern.
It is also implied that this incarnation of Gaston is a much darker portrayal than in the original,

as he is far more psychopathic and violent in nature. Just like his animated counterpart, Gaston
is well-liked and respected in the village for his previous war heroics against the Portuguese
and aims to have Belle as his wife. At first, he attempts to woo her to get her approval for
marriage many times, but she respectfully turns him down due to his rude behavior. It is for this
reason Gaston wants to marry Belle, for he's used to girls swooning over him. Gaston warns
Belle that she will end up being in the streets as a beggar if she doesn't marry him, but she still
refuses by saying that she's not that simple to hang out with, much to his dismay. Eventually, in
the tavern, Gaston gets cheered up by LeFou and the villagers following his failed attempts to
woo Belle, right before Belle's father Maurice arrives and exclaims that Belle has been taken
prisoner by the Beast the son of a wicked king in his castle. The villagers instantly laugh at this
as they find Maurice to be insane due to a spell cast by an enchantress that erases all the
townsfolk's memories of the castle , but Gaston decides to tag along, seeing an opportunity to
get Maurice's approval for Belle's hand in marriage. However, as they stroke into the woods
with LeFou, Gaston tires himself of Maurice's apparently groundless story and begins to lose
his temper with the old man. LeFou intervenes, calming Gaston down with memories of the war.
Even as Gaston apologies for his outburst and proceeds to ask for Maurice's blessing, an
indignant Maurice refuses. Outraged, Gaston knocks Maurice out in a fit of rage, then ties him
up in a tree and leaves him to be fed by hungry wolves despite LeFou's objections , though
Maurice ends up being saved and nursed back to health by a hermit, Agathe. As Gaston returns
to his tavern, he is shocked to see that Maurice has returned alive and is now accusing him of
his attempted murder. However, Gaston uses his charisma to convince the villagers that
Maurice is insane and must be locked up in the local asylum even secretly silencing an uneasy
LeFou from testifying against him and convincing everyone that Agathe is untrustworthy. To
that end, Gaston gets the villagers to torment Maurice before having the local asylum owner
Monsieur D'Arque to take Maurice away. However, Belle arrives back to the village and foils this
by revealing the Beast's existence with the magic mirror that he has given to her, making the
townsfolk realize that Maurice was telling the truth. Overcome by this revelation of "sorcery,"
and believing that this Beast has put Belle under some sort of love trance, an angry Gaston
snaps out by stealing the magic mirror and rallies the villagers into helping him kill the Beast,
much to Belle and Maurice's horror. After having Monsieur D'Arque to lock up Belle and Maurice
in the asylum carriage and keep them on watch, Gaston leads the villagers to attack the Beast's
castle, which forced the castle servants to fight back against the villagers. During the battle,
Maurice frees himself and Belle before allowing the latter to head to the castle while Gaston
betrays the villagers by leaving them to their fates, even using LeFou as a human shield before
leaving him for dead, which incited an outraged LeFou to side up with the servants, finally
turning against the man he admired for years. As the villagers flee away in humiliation and
defeat, Gaston heads over to the West Wing, where he finds the Beast sulking as the latter lost
his will to live after letting Belle go. Taking the opportunity, Gaston shoots the Beast, arrogantly
claiming that Belle sent him over to kill him. However, Belle arrives to the rescue by breaking
Gaston's arrows, throwing away his gun and briefly pushing him off the balcony into the roof,
demanding him to stop. Undeterred by Belle's intervention, Gaston sadistically vows that he will
mount the Beast's head in his tavern wall and marry Belle by force before climbing through the
roof to kill the Beast. However, the Beast regains his will after witnessing Belle's return and
realizing what Gaston said is a lie, so he fights back against Gaston for good. After a brief fight,
the Beast finally overpowers Gaston and grabs him by the neck, preparing to drop him off the
tower for the trouble he caused. With his life at stake, Gaston begs for mercy, to which the
Beast grudgingly obliges by coldly telling Gaston that he is not a beast. Shoving Gaston away
from his sight, the Beast furiously orders him to leave the castle before climbing back on the
castle balcony to reunite with Belle. However, Gaston retrieves his gun and shoots the Beast
fatally twice from a footbridge, much to Belle's horror. However, Gaston's victory is short-lived
when the footbridge breaks apart due to the curse slowly crumbling the castle as the Beast
succumbs to his wounds , leaving Gaston to fall screaming to his death to the castle floor
below, similar to that of the original. Gaston appeared in the official comic adaptation for the
film. His role is largely the same as in the film, although because of the songs including the
Gaston reprise being cut from the comic, it is implied that only he, LeFou, and Monsieur
D'Arque knew about the blackmail plan unlike the film where the other villagers were strongly
implied to be in the know about the plan. Aside from the comic adaptation above, Gaston also
appeared in various side panels of the comics produced by Marvel Comics in to , three to four
years after the release of the film. In the first issue , Gaston apparently noticed Belle's
disappearance and was looking for her. The Bimbettes were nearby and decided to sway him
away from Belle by spraying a "love potion" strongly implied to actually a strong perfume in
their direction. However, Gaston alongside LeFou was forced to flee after a skunk ended up

emitting an odor in anger of potential competition. Later, during a hunting trip with LeFou,
Gaston attempted to shoot a rabbit, although he accidentally caused it to flee, shoving LeFou in
irritation, also unknowingly placing LeFou into a net trap set by the Bimbettes that was meant
for Gaston. In Issue 2 , Gaston decided to announce a wife auction in the hopes that Belle would
be lured over. During this time, he also shows himself off, causing the Bimbettes to faint. Later
on, the maidens proceeded to rush to Gaston. Naturally, he is looking for Belle, and she
seemingly comes to him having forgone reading and intelligence for being Gaston's "little wife".
It is actually Laurette, one of the Bimbettes in a clever disguise. He eventually ranted about
being publicly humiliated, although he eventually decided that Belle may not have gotten the
message and forgave the insult, although not without determining how to get Belle to marry
him. In issue 4 , Gaston, after doing lift ups ironically with a stack of books as the Bimbettes
watched, ended up deciding to take a mountain hike in the hopes this would actually impress
Belle which might have impressed her had she been there as the Bimbettes were extra
determined to stop him because they feared that actually would impress Belle , and even
managed to restrain a hibernating bear so he could demonstrate to Belle that he killed it he
initially planned to kill it then and there until LeFou reminded Gaston that bears hibernate
during the winter. However, this plan ended up foiled by the Bimbettes, who tricked the Bear
into thinking it was springtime. Gaston tried to fight the bear mostly to show off , although he
ended up thrown out of the cave by the Bear, and decided with LeFou that it was probably
easier to just give Belle a smaller bear. Although he does not appear in Issue 5 of the main
serial despite being mentioned in the solicitation for the issue to still be plotting to make Belle
his , he does appear in Belle's flashback to her time in the village, although his reason for Belle
not wanting to read books was tweaked a bit to imply that he was attempting to flirt with her in a
poorly-done manner. In Issue 7 , Gaston became irritated that Belle hasn't even appeared at all,
and eventually decided to simply stake her out at the bookstore via the bookshop owner, even
having LeFou keep watch at the bookstore in case Belle shows up. However, the Bimbettes
thwarted this plan by interacting with LeFou, hoping to make Gaston jealous. Gaston eventually
attacked LeFou after a heaping of eggs at the tavern, although only because LeFou was
distracted from his duty to the Bimbettes' chagrin. Besides the main story, he also briefly
appeared in Beautiful and Beastly mail, where he was the subject of a trivia question and was
shown lifting books like in Issue 4. Gaston only appears at the end of Belle's flashback in Issue
8 , where Gaston welcomes Belle and Maurice back Mainly Belle , who had gotten lost and
barely avoided missing the fair and won first prize due to the Bimbettes sending them on the
wrong direction in an attempt to ensure they don't return to the village. He is also mentioned
beforehand, as the reason the Bimbettes did that was specifically so they won't have any
competition regarding getting Gaston to marry them. Although he never appears in any of the
remaining stories themselves after Issue 8, he did briefly appear as a trivia question for the
Beautiful and beastly mail section of Issue 9, where he is shown fuming while LeFou is timidly
trying to cheer him up. He also appears as a child in Issue 5 of Disney Comic Hits! The narration
also had Maurice telling Belle, when giving her a sled, that she can use it to "go sledding with
your friends" when it cuts to this scene, which implies that Gaston and Belle may have been
friends during childhood. Gaston makes a small cameo in the fourth book of the saga.
According to the book, he had been vicious since he was a baby and implied that the bearskin
rug was actually created by someone other than Gaston, perhaps his father or grandfather and
met Belle while practicing archery. In addition, in the page depicting him as a baby, he was lying
buck-naked on the bearskin rug, which acted as a pun on the phrase "bare on a bearskin rug,"
which is slang for a nude centerfold. Gaston appeared in this book by Serena Valentino and
given a slightly more sympathetic and tragic portrayal, where it was revealed that he was a
former friend of the Prince who would become the Beast. He often hunted with him and hung
around the tavern earning the gazes of young women. He was also indirectly responsible for the
curse, as he informed the Prince that a woman he was betrothed to, Circe , was a farmer,
resulting in the Prince coldly refusing her, as well as her and her sisters deciding to exact
revenge by cursing the Prince and his staff. Eventually, Gaston ended up evicted from the
castle by the Prince after strange episodes occurred that ruined an attempted betrothal with a
princess of a nearby kingdom. Although Gaston did not turn into an object, he was nonetheless
affected by the curse in the sense of forgetting his friendship with the Prince. He later ended up
attacking the castle, largely due to the manipulations of Circe's sisters who wanted the spell to
remain unbroken and was eventually manipulated into stabbing his former friend in the back
after Beast spared him, resulting in his death. Gaston also mentioned a prince from a
neighboring kingdom who had a great success "after the matter of the glass slipper was
sorted", hinting that Cinderella takes place in the same world as Beauty and the Beast , along
with Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs and The Little Mermaid. Gaston is one of the villains that

was brought back to life only to be imprisoned on the Isle of the Lost. He is now the father of
twin boys named Gaston Jr. They even share his personality to some degree, but aren't as
obsessed with women; they are even kind to other students. However, it is unknown who his
wife was at this point. In the actual film, Maleficent mentions him in passing, saying he should
be jealous of Jay's outfit for Prince Ben's coronation. As Belle returned for Maurice slightly later
than she did in the film, Gaston's plan to send him to the asylum is a success, and it is revealed
that he and D'Arque have a long-term business arrangement of Gaston dealing with various
'problems' for D'Arque. After he burns down the bookshop, Gaston is shocked when the Beast
arrives in the tavern to ask the villagers for help rescuing Belle from D'Arque, the Beast using
the mirror to expose the brutal conditions in the asylum, where D'Arque essentially tortures his
'patients' to try and remove their magic, even if they only possess some minor gift such as an
aunt of LeFou's who made exceptional cakes. Although Gaston is just as shocked at the
villagers at the sight of D'Arque's true nature and accepts the Beast's request for help, he soon
reverts to type, shooting D'Arque in the back during the raid on the asylum and immediately
proposing to Belle again with the explanation that they will end this dark day on a happier note.
Belle coolly rejects his offer after confirming that he burned down the bookshop on D'Arque's
orders, with the rest of the village rejecting him despite his past reputation after witnessing his
brutality, others noting that they would have preferred for D'Arque to be put on trial rather than
killed in such a manner. He appears in the storyline "Belle and the Mysterious Monster", where
he volunteers mostly due to his braggart nature to hunt down a monster that had been plaguing
the village, despite Belle's doubts about what was going on. He also sets up various traps,
humorously getting himself clumsily set off in one trap. Eventually, Gaston is forced to swallow
his pride and relents in trying to kill the monster after the real cause behind the village's current
problems turned out to be Babette, the escaped goat of one of the village's denizens, with Belle
being the one responsible for this discovery. Belle also makes a smart remark about him
fighting monsters next time and putting his traps to use there, much to his chagrin and the
other villagers' amusement. In Belle's Quest , Gaston plays out his role in the film to some
degree, though at the start, he appears to be much more tame, even using his strength to assist
Belle in a task. Nevertheless, he continues to pursue her in hopes of marrying her, as well as
invade the Beast's castle at the conclusion of the game. Gaston appears as the villain of Belle's
stage. Here, he plots to manipulate the villagers into believing the Beast's castle is evil and
should be destroyed. To do so, he breaks into the dark castle and tries to capture Lumiere,
Cogsworth, and Mrs. Potts, hoping to use them as proof of the castle's dark magic. However,
Belle is able to defeat him using her quick wits. His role in the game is identical to the film, only
he leads an army of Heartless to the castle instead of villagers, and sets the Enraged Elk
Heartless to fight the player as he confronts the Beast. He is not directly fought as a boss within
the game, although it should be noted that the Enraged Elk Heartless has several notable
similarities to Gaston, in overall appearance, hairstyle, and attire, with the primary differences
being its skin color and bearing an overall more demonic look. In the earliest stages of
production, Gaston was intended to appear in Kingdom Hearts II , playing out the same role as
in the film and serving as a boss for the series' main protagonist, Sora , but he was cut and his
role in the game given to the original character Xaldin. Gaston returns, once again in search of
Belle's love. He organizes a trap to lure her to the castle under the guise of Beast, claiming a
ball is to be taken place. Fifi the feather duster gets word of this and informs Lumiere, who then
warns Cogsworth. They tell the Beast, and he warns Belle of the danger shortly afterward. Even
so, Belle goes to the castle to deal with Gaston herself. She rejects him to his face and declares
that she has an actual ball to attend, irritating and infuriating Gaston. He goes to sabotage the
ball but is defeated by the combined forces of Belle, Beast, and the servants. Agitated and
aggressive as usual, Gaston tries to subdue his anger by going around the Kingdom and
flaunting his greatness. Even after doing so, however, he starts to question why Belle would
choose a beast over him. He briefly starts to believe he may not be as beautiful as he had
always thought, but he looks to regain his confidence by checking himself out in a mirror. This
works so well that Gaston forgets why he was so furious in the first place. With his renewed
vigor, Gaston makes another attempt one that's, by choice, considerably less hostile than
previous attempts to win Belle's heart, only to fail once again. In the Super Nintendo game
based off of the film, Gaston appears as the final boss. In the final level, Gaston primarily
attacks with arrows as the beast must get past the volley of arrows and attack the hunter.
During the final phase, Gaston puts away his bow and attacks hand to hand. Unlike the film, the
Beast himself sends Gaston plummeting to his death with the final blow. The final boss is
against a knife-wielding Gaston. Gaston does not appear in Kinect Disneyland Adventures ,
although he is mentioned by Belle explaining that he hasn't been to Disneyland yet, probably
due to the fact that there were no antlers. However, her Gaston disguise only appeared briefly in

the intro and never again throughout the rest of the game. Gaston's role and personality in the
musical based on the film is pretty much the sameâ€”a pompous, sexist, egotistical, boorish,
brutish, brainless, and chauvinistic caveman who loves only himself. His ultimate goal is the
same tooâ€”marry the prettiest girl in town and make her his " little wife " and his " property ".
Instead of ignoring the Bimbettes like in the film, he pays more attention to them saying that
their 'rendezvouses' will continue after his marriage to Belle, implying adultery but still wants
Belle as his wife, making them very upset to the point of wailing and crying like infants. During
the proposal scene where there's no wedding party outside unlike the movie , Gaston gives
Belle a miniature portrait of himself as a present. In addition to the song " Gaston ", the song "
Me " is performed by him in which he conceitedly proposes to Belle. The song is of interest
because one verse implies that his feelings for Belle are more than for her looks he even calls
her 'pumpkin' as an endearing appellative , but he never says it outright to her. In addition,
presumably to avoid any implications that the villagers were in the know regarding Gaston's
plan to blackmail Maurice, he has all the patrons and staff, except LeFou, leave the tavern
before conducting his reprise. The reprise itself was expanded to have Gaston and LeFou brag
about Gaston's resourcefulness as well as Gaston fully admitting he doesn't have any remorse
to resorting to something as dirty as blackmail to ensure Belle married him, as well as breaking
the fourth wall somewhat by having them brag about Gaston being "entertaining" and capable
of "keep[ing] up with these endless reprises. Other actors include Steve Condie. In the
Australian production, the role was first played by Hugh Jackman. Gaston posing for a photo at
Walt Disney World, before his updated costume was revealed. Since , Gaston has become a
common and very popular character within the Walt Disney World Resort. He appears in the live
stage show Beauty and the Beast: Live! He is also seen walking around in the parks, such as
walking down the International Gateway. Depending on which Cast Member is portraying him in
the parks, his sexism towards women and his opinion on reading and thinking varies depending
on who plays him, but he is very popular with female guests and is much nicer to young girls,
as he even gives them hugs. He can now be found there for meet-and-greets daily, but before he
was the only character present there though LeFou is mentioned. The Bimbettes can now be
met along with him. Before then, Gaston's park appearances were mostly confined to parades,
shows, and special events. Gaston plays a notable part in the nighttime castle show Once Upon
a Time , where he engages in a battle against the Beast during the show's climax; eventually
falling to his death. At Disneyland Paris , Gaston can be found for meet-and-greets in
Fantasyland. He also appears in several shows, specifically during Halloween time. Gaston
appears briefly at the end of Villains Night Out! Shake It! MousekeDance It! Toad: Mr. This wiki.
This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki. Oh, Papa , he's not for me. The
Disney Wiki has a collection of images and media related to Gaston. Categories :. Fan Feed 0
The Disney Wiki 1 Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. Media Kilala
Princess. Monsters, Inc. It is Public Schools Week, and we are proud to have quality public
schools right here in Gaston County that serve approximately 30, students in pre-kindergarten
through high school. Nationally, in 13, school districts, there are more than Gaston County
Schools is paying tribute to Mr. Terry Usery, who dedicated more than 40 years of his life to
public education in our community. The deadline to apply is February With its model train
construction project, Bessemer City Middle School may be inspiring students to become
railroad engineers. Meals will be available for pickup each weekday. Here is our webpage for
information and updates about the coronavirus and the reopening of schools. Skip to Main
Content. District Home. Select a School Select a School. Sign In. Search Our Site. Public
Schools Week, February It is Public Schools Week, and we are proud to have quality public
schools right here in Gaston County that serve approximately 30, students in pre-kindergarten
through high school. Comments District News. Students use engineering to build model
railroad With its model train construction project, Bessemer City Middle School may be
inspiring students to become railroad engineers. Information about the reopening of schools
Here is our webpage for information and updates about the coronavirus and the reopening of
schools. Questions or Feedback? The resort now covers over acres, and has 79 cottages
ranging in size from two double beds to ten private bedrooms. The airstrip has grown from 1,
feet to 3, feet. The six boats are now over 70, and with a state of the art dock to hold them all.
The years have brought an award winning restaurant, private club, gift shop, tennis court,
playground, game room, duck pond, three nature trails, swimming pool, conference lodge, and
fly fishing school. It is with a heavy heart to announce the passing of Ron Branaman. Ron was
our general manager for over 40 years, but he was much more than that. He was the family man
we all should inspire to be. He was an avid outdoorsman that shared his passion and stories
with everyone. Please keep his family in your thoughts and prayers during this difficult time.
May you Rest In Peace Ron. See More See Less. Comment on Facebook. So sorry for this loss.

He was always such a kind helpful gentleman every time we visited. Sorry for you loss. He was
a great wonderful person. You can see that still in his family. He loved working at Gaston and
his family friends. So sad to hear this. Ron was a good guy, and seemed to pretty much always
be smiling. Prayers to his family. He was the friend you wanted when you arrived--warm
welcome, plenty of knowledge, relaxed professionalism. What a lovely spirit he had. My
condolences to his family and to all at Gaston's. I was there when Jim first hired Ron. He
introduced himself with a handshake and a smile. He was one of the nicest people I ever worked
with and had such an inner calm. The Resort was always Jim, Eric and Ron to me. Blessings to
his family. So sorry to hear this! My family has been coming to Gastons for decades. Seeing and
talking to Ron was one of the highlights of our visit every time! What a special guy. I loved Ron
as a coworker and one of the most even tempered friendly people. God bless, Rest In Peace. He
was always friendly and warm. Sending good vibes to his family. I have been there several times
and he was a great guy. He always furnished me with the proper flies to use at the time. Such a
fine man. With a heart of love for everyone. Everyone was family to Ron. May God comfort his
family. So sorry to hear. He was a nice guy who helped you with your fishing. Always friendly!
We have been customers at Gastons for 40 years and considered him a true friend. Ron was a
professional in his field. We are so sorry that his well-deserved retirement with his family was
cut short. Our sincere condolences to his family. I am so sorry! Ron always made us feel like
family. Prayers for all of his family members and Gaston family. The few times I've stayed here,
Ron always made sure that you was enjoying your stay at Gaston's. Very nice gentleman. So
sad to see him go. Our thoughts and prayers go out to his family. My parents went down twice a
year for long weekends. I got to go with them for a few times. He said he would be honored to
do that for dad. I will always remember that kindness in our grief. Prayers to everyone in his
family and at the shop. Look for dad on the stream As a fellow outfitter we have worked with
Ron for over three decades. He was always there for any of us when we needed wise counsel.
More than that he was a true friend. Rest In Peace Ron. We and the White River will miss you.
Ron was such a gentleman. Enjoyed talking with him at all the media camps. Ron will be truly
missed by so many. Ron was always so kind to us.. He will be missed! This makes me so
incredibly sad. Ron was such a great guy, always welcomed everyone with a smile. May he Rest
In Peace. Heartfelt condolences to all who knew and loved Ron His presence here on Earth will
be sorely missed Holding all in his family and his wide circle of friends close in thought and
prayer May your memories of times together bring you peace in the days ahead So sorry to hear
this. Our visits were always pleasant. Praying for his family. Well I know what a devoted
employee he was to Gaston's and an awesome Dad, husband and friend He will be missed
greatly Love all you Branaman's!!!!! View more comments. Beautiful but I hope it warms up
before my son and husband come next month! Be there again in March. Caught many browns a
Week ago with HotDawg Guide service. Loved the fireplace in our cabin. Kept it going for 4
days! We've missed you all and are glad to have our restaurant back open for you. Give us a call
for reservations. Our restaurant hours are am - pm, 7 days a week. Please make reservations by
calling Click the link to view our Valentine's Day specials. We have been coming to Gaston's
White River Resort for 20 plus years. Out fathers brought us now we are bringing our
Grandkids. Our middle Granddaughter was the winner of the most fish caught. Thank you to
Rusty for being so much help on her success!! I use to fish the rim schoals area bk in the day. I
hear its catch and release now also.. No matter the weather conditions or the time of year,
everyday on the White River can produce trophy trout. February and March are great months to
bundle up and strip streamers or throw stick baits. This monster rainbow was caught and
released while fishing with our guide, Matt Berg. Give us a call at to set up a trip. Okay you can
save one back to the river now and catch something to eat! Dnt know who calls themselves
anglers that never eat a trophy fish before!! Amen feed a man a fish he eats for a day teach a
man to fish he eats for a life time. Don't forget that January is Eagle awareness month. Declared
an endangered species in the Bald Eagle has had such a resurgence that they are no longer
listed as endangered or threatened as of The National Audubon Society states that many
southern and coastal adults are permanent residents and that birds from northern regions
migrate south in winter. Grab your binoculars, because it's a great time to admire these
beautiful birds. Book your stay: Do they have RV sites for those of us who are Leary of going
into other peoples enclosed spaces? Absolutely my Dream Place. I dont think anyother place in
the world could offer me as much peace as Gaston's does. We wish you all a Happy New Year!
Photo credit goes to Rick Stewart. Rick spent the day fishing with Frank Saksa a couple weeks
ago and had a very rewarding day in spite of the cold weather. Ann Pauleuc we need to plan a
trip in the spring. I got a new fishing pole for Christmas. Do you guys know where Kelly link is
at. My grandfather was mayor of Bull Shoals long time ago. He grew up beside them and ike and
Velma were his parents. He had a guide service just below the dam. I would help him guide at

times and for you also when you were over booked. This would be a very memorable experience
for the lucky winner. Do you know a young person who would love an opportunity to go deer
hunting? Crownover Company, Inc. All hunting supplies will be provided. Details will be given
to the fortunate winners! Like and share this post for an entry for your young person! Happy
holidays to u from Pond Creek Bottoms still have great memories of Gastons, what a great
experience, will try to see you guys again. All ways the Quality you all are and thanks we well
see you later in the up coming year! Marry Christmas to you All! We all have someone in our
lives that is very difficult to find the perfect gift. We would like to make your holiday shopping a
little easier with one of our gift cards. They can be used for anything on our property. That
includes lodging, restaurant, guided fishing, boat rentals, gift shop, tackle shop, aviation fuel,
and anything else you may find here. You can purchase over the phone by calling or online at
Are you gonna be open Christmas Eve and Christmas Day? I've called several times, but no
answer. Left message but no callback. Was thinking of staying Christmas eve and leaving
Christmas day if you and restaurant are open. USDA prime New York strip steak rubbed with
cracked pepper corns, garlic and shallots, then pan seared, sliced and presented on a wild
mushroom brandy cream. Jumbo sea scallops pan seared and served on a bed of rice pilaf then
drizzled with shrimp and pesto sauces. USDA certified Angus prime rib slow roasted and
infused with fresh herbs, garlic, and olive oil. Served with Au Jus. Celebrate the holidays Our
Winter rates can't be beat! Call for reservation information at " It's simply the best there is. View
Comments Likes: Shares: Comments: Comment on Facebook So sorry for this loss. View
Comments Likes: Shares: 16 Comments: Ha fishing also! Love this place. Had great time there
with fire place and restaurant! Absolutely beautiful. Wish we were there. Wish we were there!
Welcome to Wisconsin weather. Daniel Quenzel. Ann Pauleuc. Charles Taylor. Dan Strother.
Gaston's White River Resort. View Comments Likes: Shares: 10 Comments: Comment on
Facebook That looks scrumptious!! Saturday night prime! Loved it. See u Saturday. My buddy
had the trout and I the tuna! Hi chef rick. Jim Kopff. Is the salad boat opened back up yet? View
Comments Likes: Shares: 49 Comments: Comment on Facebook Do you have RV hookups?
You still having Sunday brunch? Love Gastons! A Great place to stay and Trout Fish! You will
Love it! Great place. Laid back atmosphere! See you guys Friday! One of my most favorite
places to go! We will be seeing you next week for dinner. John Pruitt. Jennifer Williams. Tim
Leech. Donnie Addy. Skyler Church we need to go back whenever I get home. View Comments
Likes: Shares: 58 Comments: Comment on Facebook What is yalls rates? Thank you for
releasing this beautiful fish. Cody Wallace let's go back. Cody Hughes. Red River I caught a
German Brown. Awesome fish! Congrats Willie Robertson. Todd Strange. I know that cut
through! I really need to get up there soon. Skyler Church. Kimberly Penick. Rob Aikman. Justin
Covey. Dallas Browning. Jay Fuller. Lacey Jai Inman. Kacey Horn. Scott Elford. View Comments
Likes: Shares: 14 Comments: 7. Comment on Facebook Do they have RV sites for those of us
who are Leary of going into other peoples enclosed spaces? Is January pretty open or are you
booked up pretty good? Collins Dillard Renee Dillard. Saw them today. View Comments Likes:
Shares: 24 Comments: Comment on Facebook see ya'll in March! Happy new year! Nice
Rainbow! A beauty!! Great place, sure miss it. I'm due. Miss fishing the white river. Randal
Broadaway. Landon-Amber Brown. Jody Carpenter. Lori N Randy Clark when we going again??
Dusty Lawhon we need to go. There's always Paige Brazil and Brittany Brazil. View Comments
Likes: 7 Shares: 0 Comments: 1. Comment on Facebook Sue Smith. View Comments Likes: 81
Shares: 6 Comments: 9. Comment on Facebook Happy holidays to u from Pond Creek Bottoms
still have great memories of Gastons, what a great experience, will try to see you guys again.
Same to all of you at Gaston's. Merry Christmas. Happy New year Merry Christmas!!! Same to all
you fine folks down there. View Comments Likes: 30 Shares: 8 Comments: 1. Current Dinner
Specials. Saturday Only â€” Roast Prime Rib 12 oz. Frequently asked questions How is the
fishing? It seems redundant, but fishing is always good here. The White River stays the same
temperature year-round and therefore the trout are always active. You should always be able to
catch your limit. You can produce excellent results fishing either way; the main thing is to have
fun. What is your cancellation policy? Once we reserve a cottage for you, we remove it from the
market, refusing all other requests. For parties of 20 persons or more, a 30 day notice is
necessary. Cancellations of less than two weeks' notice are subject to total loss of deposit. Can
I make a reservation online? No, we do not take reservations over the Internet at this time, due
to the fact that it can all change in a moments notice, but you can make requests for availability
online. If you would like to make reservations, we only take them over the phone. We are always
happy to check on available dates for you. All you have to do is call What are your check in and
check out times? Check in is normally PM and check out is AM. Most of the time, you can get
into your cottage before PM, but that is not guaranteed. As far as late arrivals, if you don't make
it here before our office closes, you can still get into your cottage. A reservation is not deemed

a no show until the next morning when we open the office at AM. Do you allow pets? Yes we do,
just be sure that they are flea-free and bring a leash and anything else you need to help take
care of your pet. Keep in mind that other pets will be here also so your pet must be on a leash
when outside of the cottage. Is there internet access in the cottages? Each cottage has a
wireless connection to our free Internet service. You simply choose the username designated
for your room and type in the password supplied. Do you have any king or queen sized beds?
We do have four cottages that have one king size bed along with one double bed. Those are the
Standard cottages. All other cottages have full size beds, except the Deluxe cottages. They have
one room with a king size bed and the other room has two twin beds. Ready to go? Drop us a
note and let us know you're coming, we'll take care of the rest. Make a reservation. Give us a
call and let us know you're coming, we'll take care of the rest. Arkansas Fishing. Gift Cards.
Gaston County. Gaston County Board of Commissioners to discuss ordinance requiring 24
hours notice before protests Gaston County commissioners will discuss a proposed ordinance
on Tuesday night that would implement rules and regulations for public protests in the county.
The latest draft of the ordinance states that notification of county officials would be required for
gatherings of 25 people or more, a notific. Published February 19, at PM. Published February 18,
at PM. Published February 18, at AM. Published February 11, at PM. New Hope Road. Published
February 11, at AM. Published February 10, at PM. Gaston County Video. Gaston County
commissioners discuss changes to protest ordinance. Gaston County moves closer to protest
ordinance. Source: Multiple people shot in Gaston County. Memorial held for Gastonia woman
killed by police. Memorial held for woman shot by police in Gastonia. Continued Coverage.
Family says woman has died a day after being shot by Gastonia police officer A Gastonia police
officer shot a woman while responding to a call early Monday morning, police say. Published
February 9, at PM. Some Gaston County students to start 4 days of in-person learning Passing
in a vote, the district will move into Plan A, meaning K-5 students will be almost completely
in-person. Published February 8, at PM. Missing year-old Gaston Co. Published February 8, at
AM. Man accused of killing Mount Holly officer faces life in prison Prosecutors are pursuing life
in prison for year-old Joshua Funk, the man accused of killing Mount Holly Police Officer Tyler
Herndon in December Published February 4, at AM. The two fights happened at Forestview High
School in Gastonia just days apart from each other. Christian Scaff says he was in h. Published
February 2, at PM. Deputies searching for missing Lincoln Co. February 2 February 2. January
27 January Man arrested following deadly hit-and-run in Mount Holly Police said year-old Hubert
Joseph Laine, from Lincolnton, was arrested after he took off from the scene. January 26
January Duke settlement on coal ash may cost customers billions Parts of Gaston County were
the hardest hit when it came to the coal ash problem. Published January 26, at AM. Police
looking for person who hit pedestrian, fled scene in Gaston County The incident occurred
sometime around p. Published January 25, at PM. Man who drove car into Gaston Co. Woman
found dead in vehicle down embankment in Gastonia Police were called at a. Published January
22, at PM. Published January 21, at PM. Man shot in leg, arrested after police chase in Gaston
County The officer, police say, fired two shots during the altercation. One of those shots hit the
suspect in the leg. Published January 21, at AM. Looking for a home? Tiny houses for the
homeless? Gaston County Walmart closes for cleaning A post on the Facebook page for the
store in Dallas on Dallas-Cherryville Highway said it would close at 2 p. Published January 19, at
PM. Gastonia Church in need of donations after fire destroys mobile food pantry Outreach
Coordinator Labrey Burris said a power line fell across the trailer on Monday scorching the
vehicle and all of its contents. Published January 14, at PM. Published January 8, at PM. The
pond was located along Highway in Gaston County near Mt. Zion Baptist Church, not far from
Cherryville. Published January 7, at AM. Gaston County COVID vaccine registration hotline
crashes after hundreds call The county health department launched a phone number for
registration, but so many people called that the system crashed. Published January 5, at PM.
Published January 1, at PM. Police looking to identify vehicle in deadly Christmas Eve
hit-and-run in Gastonia Police are looking to identify a person they say hit and killed a man on
Christmas Eve in Gastonia and kept driving. Published December 31, at PM. Gaston County
announces COVID vaccination clinic for residents 75 and older Officials say the clinics will offer
vaccinations to any Gaston County resident 75 years or older beginning on Friday, Jan.
Published December 28, at PM. Amber Alert canceled after abducted N. Published December 26,
at PM. Police looking for answers in Gastonia fatal hit and run Police were called out to the area
of Edgewood Road and West Franklin Boulevard around a. Published December 24, at PM.
Published December 22, at PM. Man wanted for sexually assaulting women shoppers at
Walmart, Dollar Tree in Gastonia Police are looking for a man who they say sexually assaulted
several women while they were shopping at various stores in Gastonia. Published December 21,
at PM. Arrest made in deadly Gastonia shooting An year-old died after being shot in Gastonia

early Monday morning. Published December 18, at PM. Man accused of killing Mount Holly
Police officer makes first court appearance Joshua Funk made his first court appearance Friday
morning on charges of felony first-degree murder in the death of Mount Holly Police Officer
Tyler Herndon. Published December 18, at AM. Gastonia restaurant serving soul food, new
opportunities Smith's Soul Food Bistro is providing people with a second chance to gain skills
in the workforce through their six month vocational program. Published December 16, at PM.
Published December 15, at PM. Published December 14, at AM. Published December 13, at PM.
Man shot in Gastonia street The shooting happened around 3 p. Published December 12, at PM.
Gaston County businesses adapting on second night of state curfew Some businesses are
closing all together at 9pm and offering reservation only services for customers. Friends, family
mourn the loss of Mount Holly officer shot and killed Friday morning A town is in shock and
disbelief after hearing one of their police officers was shot and killed in the line of duty. The
officer was among two others injured in the shooting. Published December 11, at PM.
Community mourns loss of Mount Holly police officer killed in line of duty Tyler Herndon had
been an officer with the Mount Holly Police Department for less than two years. Gaston and
Mecklenburg counties plead with N. Published December 7, at PM. Published December 5, at
PM. Woman calls WBTV Investigates for help with sewage running through front yard A WBTV
investigation is getting much needed help tonight for one local woman who had sewage running
through her yard! Published December 4, at PM. Published December 3, at AM. Coronavirus
exposure confirmed at Gaston County Courthouse Officials have not said who was exposed or
infected. Published December 2, at PM. Christmas Town U. Published December 1, at PM. Four
arrested after man fatally shot during breaking and entering in Cramerton Brenton Edward
McCaskill, from Clover, was shot and killed at a home on Fifteenth Avenue. Published
November 30, at PM. Thursday on Highway near Hardin Road. Published November 26, at AM.
Published November 19, at AM. Published November 18, at PM. Lawsuit filed to have Gaston
County Confederate monument relocated A lawsuit filed in Gaston County aims to have a
Confederate monument relocated off public property. Published November 16, at PM. Gastonia
nightclub where six shot, including two police officers, has alcohol permits suspended Six
people were shot, including two police officers, outside a nightclub in Gastonia Thursday night,
Gastonia police say. Published November 15, at AM. Two charged after six shot, including
police officers, at Gastonia nightclub Six people were shot, including two police officers,
outside a nightclub in Gastonia Thursday night, Gastonia police say. Published November 14, at
PM. Gaston County restaurants teaming up to support officers injured in nightclub shooting
Two restaurants in Gaston County are stepping up to help raise money for two Gastonia police
officers who were injured in a shooting. Published November 13, at PM. Gaston County Sheriff
still requiring sex offender check-ins for Halloween night Gaston County Sheriff Alan Cloninger
still plans to keep tabs on registered sex offenders Halloween night. Published October 30, at
PM. Published October 29, at PM. Gaston County man charged with child sex crimes A year-old
Gaston County man is facing sex offense charges involving a child. Published October 28, at
AM. Gaston Co. They sent a letter to 36 counties in total recommending more intense safety
measures, including limiting the mass gathering limit, closin. Published October 26, at PM.
Officials concerned after many seen without masks at Trump rally in Gastonia More than 20,
people crowded into the airport to listen to Presid
2000 ford expedition xlt
hyundai elantra 2008 manual
yamaha golf cart ignition switch
ent Trump speak. A noticeable observation is many people decided not to wear a protective
face covering. Published October 22, at PM. Missing Gaston County teen last seen leaving
school early Officials say the year-old was last seen on October 20, leaving North Gaston High
School before classes ended for the day. Published October 22, at AM. Published October 16, at
AM. Published October 14, at PM. Published October 13, at PM. Elementary school in Gaston
Co. Published October 13, at AM. Police searching for Gastonia shooting suspects A man shot
Thursday night in Gastonia has died, and police are searching for two men they believe to be
involved. Published October 11, at AM. Gastonia Police looking for three suspects in late-night
shooting The incident occurred around p. Thursday on the block of South New Hope Road.
Published October 9, at PM. Published October 9, at AM. The agency does this each year to
promote domestic violence awareness. Published October 8, at PM. Load more stories.

